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 [01:53:59] [Session One of Two: 3rd December 2014]  

 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview, clarification of biographical 

details, remarks on being only family member living in 
north London, other family members living in south 
London. Comments on areas lived in – North Finchley, 
Whetstone. Remarks on marriage at age of 20 (1956), 
moving to Peckham with husband, housing difficult to 
obtain. Comments on having unintentional first baby, 
unpleasant landlady, moving in same street, demolition of 
buildings in street. Remarks on being compulsorily re-
housed in Roehampton, house with garden. Comments 



on children being unable to play on green, children going 
to play on nearby common, difficulty of reaching shops 
with baby in pram.  

00.04.55 Comparisons of living in Roehampton to Peckham, 
husband coming from Peckham. Remarks on proximity of 
fields in north London, urban nature of Peckham, staying 
11 years in Peckham, reference to Peckham rent, 
description of Peckham house, having five children.  

00.06.45 Comments on oldest son becoming police cadet at 16, 
lack of room for children, father living with family after 
death of mother. Description of living 
arrangements/house. Comments on Roehampton house, 
paying off mortgage, buying house, cost of house. 
Remarks on oldest son returning to live at home aged 18, 
moving out and marrying at 21. Comments on sons’ 
divorces. Remarks on son in law in fire service. 

00.10.40 Remarks on children and careers, three sons and two 
daughters, detailed comments on second son’s career, 
further comments on sons’ marriages and families, 
remarks on grandchildren.  

00.18.50 Remarks on husband liking quiet house, interviewee 
liking people around. Further remarks on children, doing 
oldest daughter’s ironing for money, children’s careers, 
grandchildren. Comments on experiences of divorce in 
family, difficulties of keeping in touch with grandchildren, 
mention of having eight grandchildren, seven 
granddaughters and one grandson, death of another 
granddaughter in hospital after birth, hospital neglect of 
daughter in labour. Further comments on children’s 
careers/families. Remarks on looking after grandson after 
retirement while daughter worked, doing daughter’s 
ironing.  

00.27.20 Remarks on brother, four years older, brother’s death, 
brother leaving school and starting work. Comments on 
spending time with brother while mother worked, mother’s 
cleaning work, reading while mother worked.  

00.28.10 Lack of memories of going to libraries until secondary 
school at age of 10 or 11 (1946/1947), mention of failing 
11 plus exam. Remarks on starting to attend library. 

00.28.40 Remarks on starting school, school materials used, 
learning to read, memories of looking at books and words 
making sense aged six or seven (1942-1943). Comments 
on love of reading, mother working as cleaner, father 
working on railways during Second World War, father’s 
illness, family’s financial hardships. Remarks on looking 
after father while mother worked, loving childhood, 
closeness to mother, relationship with brother.  

00.30.40 Remarks on others in family lacking interest in reading, 
lack of knowledge about father’s family, death of two 
uncles in First World War, death of grandmother when 



father was sixteen, father leaving home when grandfather 
remarried, father joining Army, going to India. Comments 
on meeting of parents, parents’ golden wedding, deaths 
of parents. Remarks on mother’s parents being unable to 
read or write, mother’s family of ten, mother looking after 
her parents. Comments on father’s railway exams, father 
becoming park keeper because of illness. Further 
remarks on love of reading.  

00.33.00 Remarks on being taught to read at school, reading in air 
shelters (1939-1945), reading to others in shelter, poor 
light in shelters, reading Said the Cat to the Dog by 
Martin Armstrong, being told book was not suitable. 

00.34.00 Remarks on auntie buying Pollyanna by Eleanor H. 
Porter as 10th/11th birthday present (1946-1947), aunt 
buying The Mystery of the Everglades by C. Bernard 
Rutley. Remarks on enjoyment of adventure books, Enid 
Blyton. 

00.35.00 Further comments on aunt cultivating interest in reading, 
further remarks on Pollyanna, main character wanting to 
be lifelong invalid, interviewee wanting to break leg and 
be in wheelchair, like Pollyanna. Comments on love of 
coloured glass stemming from Pollyanna, seeing film of 
book, disappointment in film version.  

00.36.15 Remarks on moving on to other books such as Little 
Women, Little Men, Jo’s Boys (Louisa May Alcott), 
receiving Little Women as school prize, getting rid of 
books on move to Roehampton, receiving another copy 
of Little Women. Comments on receiving Big Red (Jim 
Kjelgaard) as school prize, disappointment in receiving 
boys’ book, oldest son reading Big Red. Further 
comments on downsizing, getting rid of books, keeping 
favourites, books by Monica Dickens, owning all Monica 
Dickens books except biography.  

00.38.00 Comments on buying first Monica Dickens book, My Turn 
to Make the Tea, on starting work at 15 (1951), spending 
first week’s wages. Remarks on reasons for choosing 
book, also One Pair of Hands, One Pair of Feet, interest 
in depictions of nursing and domestic work. Description of 
The Winds of Heaven as favourite Monica Dickens book, 
comments on plot of The Winds of Heaven, Monica 
Dickens’s interest in trees and wind, further extensive 
comments on Dickens’s plots.  

00.41.40 Comments on caravanning holidays when children 
young, wanting to live in caravan, further comments on 
Monica Dickens’s plots, ability to quote sections from 
Pollyanna and The Winds of Heaven.  

00.42.30 Comments on not owning many books, re-reading books, 
further comments on Little Women, being tomboy, 
wearing brother’s clothes, being mistaken for boy.  

00.43.20 Remarks on going swimming with brother, jealousy of 



brother’s appearance, active hobbies, cycling, outdoor 
lifestyle. Comments on father’s love of gardening. 
Comments on liking tomboy characters in books.  

00.45.25 Comments on not having read Pippi Longstocking (Astrid 
Lindgren), not liking Anne of Green Gables (Lucy Maud 
Montgomery). 

00.45.40 Comments on joining Girls’ Brigade aged 11 (1947), 
attending church, friends in Girls’ Brigade, becoming 
Sunday School teacher aged 12 or 13 (1948-1949), 
developing love of children.  

00.46.50 Remarks on reading Bible stories to children at Sunday 
School, having to memorise/perform stories rather than 
read.  

00.47.20 Comments on marriage, having children, not working 
while children were young, working in Indian and 
Pakistani bank before having children, meeting husband 
in bank, starting cleaning job when pregnant with third 
child. Remarks on leaving school at 15 (1951), getting 
together with husband, playing in lunchtime table tennis 
team. Comments on dislike of cleaning job, working in 
jobs to suit children. 

00.49.10 Remarks on loneliness on move to Roehampton with 
young children [phone rings], problems with daughter’s 
foot [someone interrupts interview]. Comments on 
starting work at daughter’s playgroup, nature of work. 
Remarks on other work in health service, comments on 
childcare arrangements.  

00.54.15 Comments on starting work in clinic near daughter’s 
school, remarks on children attending school and 
university, taking daughter to school on bike.  

00.55.20 Remarks on reading with and to children, reading 
bedtime stories, singing to children, different reading 
patterns depending on numbers of children in house, 
children coming back to house as adults between 
relationships. Further remarks on children’s family 
situations.  

00.57.50 Comments on husband’s reading habits, mostly reading 
newspaper, husband previously reading Dick Francis 
books, son transferring Dick Francis books to laptop.  

00.58.25 Remarks on reading on iPad, using apps, son helping 
with use of iPad, comments on different apps on iPad, 
difficulties with using computer. Comments on enjoyment 
of using iPad, not reading books on screen, not wanting 
Kindle. Remarks on liking smell and feel of holding book. 
Mention of eyesight difficulties, problems with turning 
pages.  

01.03.25 Comments on multi-tasking, knitting at same time as 
reading, reading coming first, attending knitting group. 

01.04.00 Remarks on attending reading group, comments on 
shyness, rarity of going places alone, talking a lot to 



cover shyness, getting into trouble at school for talking.  
01.05.00 Comments on outbreak of war aged three (1939), having 

Anderson shelter in garden, remarks on spending time in 
shelter, lack of light making reading in shelters difficult. 
Comments on bombing because of nearby Army camp, 
living on outskirts of London, school being bombed.  

01.06.45 Remarks on father being in ARP, being called out to 
patrol streets, mother protecting interviewee and brother 
in shelter during bombing, seeing bombing as adventure, 
memories of laughing at squashed sandwiches. 
Comments on larger street shelter, anecdote about father 
lacking metal helmet, father patrolling street with enamel 
washing up bowl on head.  

01.08.05 Comments on air raid shelters in school playground, 
telling stories, jokes, not taking school books into 
shelters. 

01.08.40 Memories of end of war, being unsure of whether pupils 
would have day off school, memories of end of war in 
Japan.  

01.09.20 Comments on wartime rationing, shopping, preference for 
reading books to shopping. Anecdote about first purchase 
of cheese after marriage, going to aunt’s house for tea 
[phone rings, interviewee answers].  

01.11.00 Remarks on husband’s interest in jigsaws, particularly 
train jigsaws, decorating house, decorating room for 
grandchildren.  

01.13.30 Comments on religious upbringing, Sunday School 
attendance and teaching, reading The Robe and The Big 
Fisherman (Lloyd Douglas), husband buying The Robe 
for 21st birthday, later buying The Big Fisherman. 
Comments on reading other Lloyd Douglas books, Green 
Light, sections of books resonating, notion of perpetual 
conflict between Palestine and Arab world, further 
comments on plots of Lloyd Douglas books, further 
remarks on faith, children’s beliefs, youngest son’s 
atheism, general comments on sons’ personalities.  

01.18.00 Remarks on lack of demonstrative behaviour from own 
parents, further remarks on sons’ personalities, different 
levels of demonstrativeness, grandchildren’s 
personalities.  

01.19.00 Comments on own relationship with parents, parents’ 
relationship with each other, relationship with husband’s 
mother, mother in law’s loss of child, husband’s 
relationship with parents, mother in law’s lack of 
demonstrativeness, husband’s difficulty with saying ‘I love 
you’.  

01.21.30 Remarks on buying husband dishwasher for 80th birthday, 
husband going to do washing up on social occasions to 
avoid mixing. Comments on noise of family life.  

01.22.55 Comments on parents’ lack of interest in religion, father’s 



anti-religious status, mother’s interest but lack of 
engagement in formal religion, mother’s difficult 
relationship with own parents, father never sending 
mother birthday card, mother getting first birth certificate 
at 60, celebrating birthday on wrong day until then. 
Further comments on parents’ feelings about religion, 
attendance at Sunday School, Brownies, Girls’ Brigade. 
Remarks on stopping church attendance after marriage 
because of busy family life, not feeling comfortable in 
churches. Remarks on not remembering Bible in 
childhood house, husband buying Bible for crosswords, 
husband’s anti-church status, mother in law’s status as 
devout Baptist, own children’s involvement with religious 
organisations.  

01.26.50 Remarks on not going to library before joining reading 
group, full time work getting in the way, going to cinema 
alone for first time aged 74 (2010). Comments on 
importance of friendships in reading and knitting groups, 
having few friends, changing ways of keeping in touch 
with friends.  

01.29.15 Comments on children doing paper rounds in local area, 
interviewee taking on paper round for eight years after 
children stopped, working at clinic at same time as doing 
paper round.  

01.31.20 Remarks on lack of memories of reading during busy 
times of life, interest in particular kinds of books, mention 
of Jalna (Mazo de la Roche), Miss Read books, books 
that were easy to read.  

01.31.50 Comments on missing out on music, children’s interest in 
table tennis, looking after baby while family played table 
tennis. Anecdote about listening to song called 
‘Albatross’.  

01.33.30 Remarks on going to Royal Albert Hall while working at 
bank, music society at bank, going to productions, friend 
giving interviewee and husband free seats in Royal Albert 
Hall. Comments on husband losing interest in music. 
Description of Tchaikovsky as favourite kind of music to 
listen to, remarks on interest in opera, getting free tickets 
to ‘Madame Butterfly’.  

01.36.10 Comments on husband’s lack of interest in travel, never 
going abroad. Remarks on going to open air theatre at 
Regent’s Park, seeing Macbeth, not studying 
Shakespeare at school. Comments on wanting 
flamboyant colours, slight disappointment in set, sitting on 
grass. Remarks on attending other open air concerts, 
seeing ‘Don Giovanni’ in wet weather. Further comments 
on husband not liking to mix socially, lacking confidence 
in being on own.  

01.39.40 Further comments on going to cinema alone at 74 to see 
The King’s Speech, picking up flyers for knitting group 



and reading group, starting to attend groups, remarks on 
friends Jean and Stuart, who ran knitting group.  

01.40.40 Remarks on attending different reading group at 
Southfields Library with friend, finding it restrictive, 
comments on books read at other group, Jane Eyre 
(Charlotte Bronte), friend’s horror of reading book with no 
punctuation.  

01.42.00 Comments on attending new reading group, greater ease 
of travelling there, death of friend from Southfields 
reading group, attending computer classes at Southfields 
Library with friend.  

01.43.00 Comments on self-confidence, taking part in activities 
alone, wanting to create memories in common with 
people. Remarks on travelling to Colorado with daughter 
(1996), reading, knitting and playing music alone then 
meeting daughter after skiing. Further comments on 
knitting and craft, meeting friend Jean.  

01.45.50 Remarks on friendships with people older and younger, 
children and grandchildren arousing interest in different 
subjects, technology.  

01.47.00 Comments on lack of men in reading group, men in 
knitting group, remarks on man who repairs knitting 
machines.  

01.48.00 Remarks on reading group not setting books each week. 
01.48.30 Comments on not liking supernatural material, preferring 

logical explanations. Remarks on reading The Little 
Stranger (Sarah Waters), reading to end despite lack of 
enjoyment, book living in memory because of lack of 
explanation, friend reading Jack the Ripper and The 
Woman who Murdered Babies for Money, disliking creepy 
murders. Remarks on going to cinema as child with 
brother, sensitivity to vampires, fear watching The Cry of 
the Werewolf (1944), comments on plot. Comments on 
fear of darkness in wartime blackout conditions.  

01.51.30 Comments on sensitivity to current books, Twilight 
(Stephenie Meyer), Harry Potter (J. K. Rowling), dislike of 
snakes. Remarks on listening to audio books.    

01.52.00 Remarks on friend Jean’s liking for Tracy Chevalier, Jean 
recommending books. Comments on reading Jean’s 
recommendations, Falling Angels (Tracy Chevalier), lack 
of interest in same themes. Remarks on garden diversity, 
items in garden.  

01.53.30 Closing remarks.  
01.53.59 ENDS 
 
                  
 
 
 

 



 


